Beyond *gag* and *pol*: Plant Retroelements with Extra ORFs {#Sec00061}
===========================================================

While plant LTR retrotransposons are generally easily identified by conserved domains in the POL polyprotein \[retropepsin (PROT), integrase (INT), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNase H (RH)\], and to a lesser extent by zinc knuckle RNA-binding motifs in GAG, there are a significant number of families among both Ty3/Gypsy and Ty1/Copia superfamilies that possess additional or extra open reading frames (eORFs) (Fig. [6.1](#Fig00061){ref-type="fig"}). The conceptual translations of most of these eORFs produce novel proteins with no definitive homology to proteins with known functions (Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Wicker and Keller [@CR0006112]; Grandbastien [@CR000631]; Steinbauerová et al. [@CR0006102]), nor have protein products from these eORFs been isolated, let alone functionally assayed. In most cases, these regions are found between *pol* and the 3′ LTR (3′ eORFs) (Fig. [6.1](#Fig00061){ref-type="fig"}), but there are several exceptions (Steinbauerová et al. [@CR0006102]). Members of the Ogre lineage, best characterized in legumes, possess conserved, intact 5′ eORFs between the 5′ LTR and *gag* (Fig. [6.1](#Fig00061){ref-type="fig"}) (Neumann et al. [@CR000677]; Macas and Neumann [@CR000665]; Steinbauerová et al. [@CR0006102]).Fig. 6.1Structure of LTR retroelements with extra ORFs. LTRs, *black triangles*; extra 5′ ORF, *blue arrow*; *gag*, *brown arrow*; pol, *green arrow*; 3′ extra ORF, *red arrow*; *black dots*, noncoding regions. *gag* and *pol* may be fused and translated in a single reading frame, separated by a stop codon or in different reading frames. Distances between elements are variable. Not to scale

There are a few instances of small numbers of elements containing fragments of recognizable host genes, the probable result of transcriptional readthrough or recombinational capture (Jin and Bennetzen [@CR000643]; Du et al. [@CR000618]; SanMiguel and Vitte [@CR000698]; Steinbauerová et al. [@CR0006102]). It is doubtful these host genes played any functional role, and these elements will not be addressed here. Interestingly, Steinbauerová et al. ([@CR0006102]) reported partial sequence similarities in eORFs to the plant mobile domain, a member of a group of conserved zinc finger motifs found in a large superfamily of eukaryotic transcription factors and shown to be associated with MULE transposases (Babu et al. [@CR0006200]). These similarities were found within 5′ eORFs or 3′ eORFs in a single clade of Ty3/Gypsy elements that included the Ogre family. Finally, the DIRS-1 retrotransposon family is characterized by a domain encoding a tyrosine recombinase at the 3′ end of *pol* (Poulter and Goodwin [@CR000692]; Wicker and Keller [@CR0006112]), but no representatives have been found in plants (Piedöel et al. [@CR000690]).

The partial conservation of the conceptual translations of some 3′ eORFs in several retroelement families in species as distantly related as *Arabidopsis*, tomato, soybean, maize, and barley strongly suggests that these proteins play or have played an important role in the proliferation of these elements. What that role or roles may be is open to speculation, but for reasons that will be discussed below, many of these eORFs were described as "envelope-like" based on varying degrees of predicted secondary structure similarity of their conceptual translation products to viral envelope proteins (Laten et al. [@CR000654]; Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]; Boeke et al. [@CR00068]; Holligan et al. [@CR000637]; Hafez et al. [@CR000632]; Laten and Bousios [@CR000652]). By extension, it has been suggested that these retrotransposon families are analogous to animal endogenous retroviruses (Kumar [@CR000650]; Laten et al. [@CR000654]; Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]), the integrated vestiges of ancient infectious retroviruses.

Viral Envelope Proteins {#Sec00062}
=======================

Viral envelope proteins are a diverse family of glycoproteins that sponsor attachment, entry into, and exit from infected cells by "enveloped" viruses like Influenza A, Hepatitis C, SARS Coronavirus, and HIV (Harrison [@CR000633]; Cosset and Lavillette [@CR000616]). These processes include peptide cleavage, receptor binding, intracellular targeting and transport, disulfide bond formation, glycosylation, membrane fusion, and oligomerization (Cosset and Lavillette [@CR000616]). In the case of many, including those of retroviruses, structural features of the envelope protein may include a signal peptide, a proline-rich region, transmembrane domains, a coiled coil, a fusion peptide, and a conserved cleavage site (Wu et al. [@CR0006116]; Harrison [@CR000633]; Cosset and Lavillette [@CR000616]) (Fig. [6.2](#Fig00062){ref-type="fig"}). Many viral envelope proteins, including those of retroviruses, are translated as precursors that are cleaved into a surface glycoprotein and a transmembrane glycoprotein (Hunter [@CR000641]) (see Fig. [6.2](#Fig00062){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6.2General structural elements of viral envelope proteins. *SU* surface protein, *TM* transmembrane protein, *S*--*S* disulfide bridge

Envelope Protein Variation {#Sec00063}
--------------------------

While structural and functional elements are shared by diverse groups of viral envelope proteins, amino acid sequence variation is high, and it remains unclear if the three major classes of envelope proteins---based on their fusion peptides---are related by descent from a single ancestral gene (Kadlec et al. [@CR000644]; Cosset and Lavillette [@CR000616]). For mammalian retroviruses and endogenous retroviruses, even in cases where clear evolutionary relationships are inferred from phylogenetic trees based on RT alignments, the corresponding envelope sequences may have diverged to the extent that homology cannot be deduced from global sequence-based analyses (Benit et al. [@CR00065]). However, by restricting multi-sequence alignments to transmembrane subunits, homology has been inferred across retroviral genomes and those of other enveloped viruses, such as Ebola and Marburg, with Class I fusion proteins (Benit et al. [@CR00065]). Although not addressed by Benit et al. ([@CR00065]), the observed localized sequence similarities could have been the result of convergent evolution or localized domain capture.

Kim et al. ([@CR000649]) suggested that the homology between distantly related retroviruses is the result of envelope capture, and this hypothesis is supported by the phylogenetic analysis of Benit et al. ([@CR00065]). The origins of these envelope genes are unknown. Furthermore, envelope capture is not unique to vertebrate viruses (Pearson and Rohrmann [@CR000684]) (see below).

In mammals, viral envelope variation in the surface protein subunit is likely driven to a large degree by positive selection in response to host adaptive immune systems (Caffrey [@CR000613]). While innate immune responses in vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants have been shown to contribute to the evolution of virulence/effector proteins in pathogens that attenuate these responses (Finlay and McFadden [@CR000625]; Nishimura and Dangl [@CR000680]), there is no evidence that antigenic variation is employed as a mechanism to escape innate immunity (Finlay and McFadden [@CR000625]). Nor is there any evidence that envelope variants are responsible for suppression or evasion of silencing of viral gene expression by host siRNAs in plants or animals (Li and Ding [@CR000660]; Obbard et al. [@CR000681]).

Endogenous Retroviruses {#Sec00064}
=======================

Endogenous retroviruses (ERV) are the integrated remains of extinct retroviruses that infected and reinfected host germ-line cells, inserting into germ-line chromosomes and consequently vertically inherited by generations of host descendants (Bannert and Kurth [@CR00061]; Jern and Coffin [@CR000642]; Ribet et al. [@CR000696]; Feschotte and Gilbert [@CR000624]).

Human and Other Vertebrate Endogenous Retroviruses {#Sec00065}
--------------------------------------------------

With the possible exception of the highest copy-number families (Belshaw et al. [@CR00064]), few endogenous human retroviruses appear to be capable of autonomous retrotransposition in germ-line cells (Belshaw et al. [@CR00063]), most likely because of debilitating mutations and/or epigenetic silencing (Belshaw et al. [@CR00064]; Maksakova et al. [@CR000668]). However, some murine ERVs are far more active (Maksakova et al. [@CR000667]). In most ERV families, the envelope gene sequences are riddled with nonsense mutations and deletions. It has been suggested that most, but not all, vertebrate multi-copy ERV families arose by short bursts of multiple germ-line infections, not by retrotransposition (Belshaw et al. [@CR00063]; Bannert and Kurth [@CR00061]; Jern and Coffin [@CR000642]). While there is no evidence for recent retrotransposition of human ERVs, mobilization of ERVs in other mammals has been reported (Maksakova et al. [@CR000667], [@CR000668]; Ribet et al. [@CR000695]; Stocking and Kozak [@CR0006103]; Zhang et al. [@CR0006119]; Wang et al. [@CR0006108]), and the expression of ERV mRNA and production of proteins in somatic tissue has been associated with some cancers (Moyes et al. [@CR000674]; Howard et al. [@CR000639]; Maksakova et al. [@CR000668]).

Invertebrate Endogenous Retroviruses {#Sec00066}
------------------------------------

*Env*-like genes downstream of *pol* have been reported for several invertebrate LTR-retroelements. Most notably, Gypsy from *D. melanogaster* has long been recognized as an endogenous retrovirus (Kim et al. [@CR000648]; Song et al. [@CR0006100]) with strong evidence that it retains infectivity (Kim et al. [@CR000648]; Song et al. [@CR0006100]; Teysset et al. [@CR0006105]; Pelisson et al. [@CR000687]; Misseri et al. [@CR000673]). While transfer of Gypsy elements from somatic to germ-line tissue does not require a functional *env* gene (Chalvet et al. [@CR000614]), the Gypsy envelope glycoprotein has been shown to sponsor cell--cell fusion in cell culture assays (Misseri et al. [@CR000673]). Other invertebrate retroelements that contain envelope-like coding regions include several additional Drosophilid elements (Mejlumian et al. [@CR000671]; Llorens et al. [@CR000662], [@CR000664]), TED, a lepidopteran element from *Trichoplusia ni* (Friesen and Nissen [@CR000626]; Ozers and Friesen [@CR000682]), yoyo from the Mediterranean fruit fly, *Ceratitis capata* (Zhou and Haymer [@CR0006120]), Tas from the parasitic nematode *Ascaris lumbricoides* (Felder et al. [@CR000623]), Cer7 (Bowen and McDonald [@CR000612]) from *C. elegans*, and two elements, Juno and Vesta, from bdelloid rotifers (Gladyshev et al. [@CR000628]).

The *env*-like regions of the insect elements have been shown to be homologous (Terzian et al. [@CR0006104]). Many of the hypothetical ENV-like proteins contain multiple structural features common to viral envelope proteins. Based on sequence similarities, Eickbush and Malik ([@CR000622]) suggested that the *env*-like genes in Tas and Cer7 were derived from a Phlebovirus and a Herpesvirus, respectively. With the exception of Gypsy, invertebrate retroelements have not been demonstrated to be infectious. Gypsy and related arthropod elements have been designated as Errantiviruses (Boeke et al. [@CR00067]).

Several phylogenetic and functional analyses strongly suggest that the genes encoding the Errantivirus envelope-like proteins are derived from Baculoviral *env* genes (Malik et al. [@CR000669]; Rohrmann and Karplus [@CR000697]; Pearson and Rohrmann [@CR000684], [@CR000685], [@CR000686]; Misseri et al. [@CR000672]; Kim et al. [@CR000649]). However, any homology to vertebrate retroviral envelope proteins is only weakly supported at best (Lerat and Capy [@CR000659]; Malik et al. [@CR000669]), and the very small number of short blocks of amino acid similarity between conserved Errantivirus envelope proteins and those of vertebrate retroviruses could be fortuitous, or the result of convergent evolution or recombinational domain capture.

Are There Plant Endogenous Retroviruses? {#Sec00067}
----------------------------------------

Animal endogenous retroviruses have been defined as vertically transmitted, retroviral-related DNAs distinguished from LTR retrotransposons by the presence of at least vestiges of an envelope-coding region downstream of *pol* and/or a close phylogenetic relationship to extant retroviruses (Boeke and Stoye [@CR00066]; Bannert and Kurth [@CR00061]; Jern and Coffin [@CR000642]; Feschotte and Gilbert [@CR000624]). In the case of plants, infectious retroviruses have not been reported. However, integrated, vertically transmitted copies of plant pararetroviral genomes are widespread in both dicots and monocots (Staginnus and Richert-Poggeler [@CR0006101]; Hohn et al. [@CR000636]). Plant pararetroviruses, like the Caulimoviruses, are DNA viruses characterized by genomes encoding GAG, PROT, RT, and RH, as well as additional essential proteins (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]). Unlike retroviruses, pararetroviruses are not enveloped, and their infectious cycles do not normally include integration into the host genome (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]). Integration appears to be extremely rare, and integrated viral sequences are generally incomplete, rearranged and mutated, and not known to be infectious or capable of autonomous retrotransposition (Staginnus and Richert-Poggeler [@CR0006101]; Hohn et al. [@CR000636]).

The first suggestions that plant genomes might contain endogenous retroviruses were made based on the presence of predicted ENV-like structural features in the conceptual translations of LTR elements with 3′ eORFs of several hundreds to over 2,000 bp (Laten et al. [@CR000654]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114]). Four families of Athila elements, members of the Ty3/Gypsy superfamily from *A. thaliana*, were initially shown to contain extended ORFs downstream of *int* with conceptual translation products containing one or more predicted transmembrane regions (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114]). These sequences were not considered to be homologous to retroviral *env* genes, but the suggestion was made that the encoded proteins might once have promoted membrane fusion (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114]).

Predicted structural similarities between viral envelope proteins and the conceptual translation of a 3′ eORF of an unrelated element, SIRE1 from *Glycine max*, were far more extensive (Laten et al. [@CR000654]). The suggestion that SIRE1, a member of the Ty1/Copia superfamily, encoded an envelope-like protein was derived from several features of the conceptual translation of the long, uninterrupted 3′ eORF in the same reading frame as *pol* but separated from *pol* by a single stop codon. The conceptual translation of this ORF produced a 70 kDa, 650-amino acid polypeptide (Laten et al. [@CR000654]). This hypothetical protein was predicted to contain transmembrane domains at positions corresponding to the signal and fusion domains of viral envelope proteins and a strongly predicted coiled coil in a region corresponding to those containing coiled coils in several viral envelope proteins, including that of HIV (Laten et al. [@CR000654]) (Fig. [6.2](#Fig00062){ref-type="fig"}). While the conceptual translation contained only two N-glycosylation motifs, there were several serines and threonines in contexts known to promote O-glycosylation, a characteristic of many viral envelope proteins (Pinter and Honnen [@CR000691]; Wilson et al. [@CR0006113]). In addition, there was an extended proline-rich region from amino acid 60 to 128. The overall amino acid composition of this region was remarkably similar to those found in the neutralization domains of some mammalian retroviruses (Laten et al. [@CR000654]).

Retroviral envelope proteins are known to be expressed from spliced transcripts (Rabson and Graves [@CR000693]). However, there are no recognizable splice acceptor sites in SIRE1 or in related elements that would fuse this ORF with an upstream start codon (Peterson-Burch and Voytas [@CR000688]). Nor are there AUG codons downstream of the *pol* stop codon that might support translational initiation at an internal ribosomal entry site (Peterson-Burch and Voytas [@CR000688]). However, Havecker and Voytas ([@CR000634]) showed that the SIRE1 *pol* stop codon was embedded in a hexanucleotide motif that had previously been shown to sponsor developmentally regulated stop codon suppression in tobacco mosaic virus and in yeast. They demonstrated that the SIRE1 sequence supported low levels of stop codon suppression (5%) in in vivo readthrough assays and that suppression was lost with single base-pair changes in the sequence (Havecker and Voytas [@CR000634]).

Once the potential characteristics of these unusual elements were recognized, analyses of previously reported plant retrotransposons with long uncharacterized regions between *pol* and the 3′ LTR revealed that conceptual translation of these interrupted 3′ eORFs could generate hypothetical proteins with highly significant sequence similarity to those described above (Laten [@CR000651]; Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]) (see Table [6.1](#Tab00061){ref-type="table"}). Three of these hypothetical proteins were aligned to highlight their similarities (Fig. [6.3](#Fig00063){ref-type="fig"}). The extent and degree of sequence identity was variable but in the case of SIRE1 and Endovir1 encompassed most of the sequence. The densities of sequence matches were far greater in the second half of the alignment. The distances between the *pol* stop codon and the beginning of the *env*-like coding region were also highly variable, ranging from 0 to over 1,000 bp (Peterson-Burch and Voytas [@CR000688]; Laten et al. [@CR000655]; Havecker et al. [@CR000635]; Weber et al. [@CR0006110]).Table 6.1*Env*-containing plant retroelements. Only elements with full-length or disrupted ORFs with extended 3′ eORFs that give statistically significant hits to other ENV-like sequences are listedFamilySpeciesReferencesTy1/CopiaSIRE1*Glycine max*Laten et al. ([@CR000654], [@CR000655])Endovir1*Arabidopsis thaliana*Kapitonov and Jurka ([@CR000645]), Laten ([@CR000651]), Peterson-Burch et al. ([@CR000689])ToRTL*Solanum lycopersicum*Daraselia et al. ([@CR000617]), Laten ([@CR000651])Hopie*Zea mays*Nagaki et al. ([@CR000675]), Havecker et al. ([@CR000635])Ji9009/Jienv*Zea mays*SanMiguel et al. ([@CR000699]), Baucom et al. ([@CR00062]), Bousios et al. ([@CR000610])Giepum*Zea mays*Bousios et al. ([@CR000610])Tnd-1*Nicotiana debneyi*Kenward et al. ([@CR000646]), Havecker et al. ([@CR000635])Osr9, Osr10*Oryza sativa*McCarthy et al. ([@CR000670]), Havecker et al. ([@CR000635])SIRE-like*Medicago truncatula*Vitte and Bennetzen ([@CR0006107]), Laten and Bousios ([@CR000652])Lotus1,2, Lj1-3*Lotus japonicus*Havecker et al. ([@CR000635]), Holligan et al. ([@CR000637]), Du et al. ([@CR000620])Maximus*Triticum aestivum*Wicker and Keller ([@CR0006112])Inga*Triticum aestivum*Wicker and Keller ([@CR0006112])Usier*Triticum aestivum*Wicker and Keller ([@CR0006112])Barbara_B*Triticum aestivum*Wicker and Keller ([@CR0006112])SIRE-like*Vitis vinifera*Wicker and Keller ([@CR0006112]), Bousios et al. ([@CR00069], [@CR000611])SIRE-like*Musa acuminata*Hribova et al. ([@CR000640])MguSIRV*Mimulus guttatus*Laten and Bousios ([@CR000652])Cotzilla1*Beta vulgaris*Weber et al. ([@CR0006110])BraSIRV*Brassica rapa*Laten and Bousios ([@CR000652]), Wang et al. ([@CR0006109])SIRE-like*Brassica oleracea*Laten, unpublishedPsaSIRV*Pisum sativum*Macas et al. ([@CR000666]), Laten and Bousios ([@CR000652])AF464952^a^*Vicia faba*Chen, Chen, Wang, and Wang, unpublishedSIRE-like*Brachypodium distachyon*Bousios et al. ([@CR000611])SIRE-like*Theobroma cocoa*Bousios et al. ([@CR000611])SIRE-like*Trifolium repens*Laten, unpublishedSIRE-like*Trifolium pratense*Laten, unpublishedSIRE-like*Antirrhinum hispanicum*Laten, unpublishedPyrubu*Sorghum bicolor*Ramakrishna et al. ([@CR000694]), Havecker et al. ([@CR000635])SIRE-like*Cucumis melo*Gonzalez et al. ([@CR000630])Pt copia-like B*Poncirus trifoliata*Yang et al. ([@CR0006117]), Havecker et al. ([@CR000635])Ty3/GypsyAthila1-6,9*Arabidopsis thaliana*Wright and Voytas ([@CR0006114]), Wright and Voytas ([@CR0006115])Calypso*Glycine max*Wright and Voytas ([@CR0006115])Bagy-2*Hordeum vulgare*Vicient et al. ([@CR0006106])PIGY*Pisum sativum*Neumann et al. ([@CR000678])MEGY,Mtr60,64*Medicago truncatula*Neumann et al. ([@CR000678]), Du et al. ([@CR000620])Lj18*Lotus japonicus*Du et al. ([@CR000620])Rigy-2*Oryza sativa*Vicient et al. ([@CR0006106])Cyclops-2*Pisum sativum*Chavanne et al. ([@CR000615])GmOgre/SNARE*Glycine max*Laten et al. ([@CR000656]), Du et al. ([@CR000619])Unnamed*Gossypium* sp.Hafez et al. ([@CR000632])FIDEL*Arachis* sp.Nielen et al. ([@CR000679])^a^Based on a 177 nt *env*-like cDNA that is 74 % identical at the DNA level and 71 % identical at the amino acid level to genomic SIRE1 Fig. 6.3Alignment of ENV*-*like regions from ToRTL1 from *S. lycopersicum*, Endovir1-1 from *A. thaliana*, and SIRE1 from *G. max*. The *env-*like ORFs are represented by *white bars* and are drawn to scale. *Black lines* depict noncoding sequences between *pol* and the start of the *env-*like ORF. Regions of amino acid similarity between elements are connected by *shading*. Percentages on the *left* represent the total amino acid similarity over the shaded regions. The numbers of amino acids in the *env-*like ORFs are given for each element. Predicted features are denoted as follows: α-helices, *dark gray boxes*; β-sheets, *arrows*; transmembrane domains, *slanted line boxes*. Adapted from Peterson-Burch and Voytas ([@CR000688]) with permission

The phylogenetic relationships among groups of retroelements with and without eORFs are illustrated in Fig. [6.4](#Fig00064){ref-type="fig"}. A fusion of the network analyses of Llorens et al. ([@CR000663]) and the more classical approach illustrated in Eickbush and Jamburuthugoda ([@CR000621]), this consensus tree illustrates the widespread acquisition of primarily 3′ eORFs with both known, as in the case of vertebrate retroviruses and Gypsy, and unknown function.Fig. 6.4**(a**) Simplified, unrooted phylogeny of LTR-related retroelements. Modeled with modification after Eickbush and Jamburuthugoda ([@CR000621]) and Llorens et al. ([@CR000663]). Branch lengths do not represent distances. (**b**) Presence of eORFs in one or more members within terminal clades representing groups of related subfamilies indicated with Y. Absence of eORF in all subfamilies within a terminal clade indicated with N. Metaviridae family defined by Boeke et al. ([@CR00067]). Pseudoviridae family defined by Boeke et al. ([@CR00068]). Data sources for B: Llorens et al. [@CR000664]; Steinbauerová et al. [@CR0006102]; King et al. [@CR0006201] (<http://ictvonline.org/index.asp>)

### Ty1/Copia Sireviruses {#Sec00068}

The SIRE1 element family in soybean, with as many as 1,350 copies per genome (Laten and Morris [@CR000653]; Du et al. [@CR000620]; Bousios et al. [@CR000611]), is highly conserved and recently amplified (Laten et al. [@CR000655]; Du et al. [@CR000620]; Bousios et al. [@CR000611]). Nearly all copies have inserted into their present genomic positions in the last 750,000 years, with as many as 10% having done so in the last 30,000 (Du et al. [@CR000620]; Bousios et al. [@CR000611]). SIRE1 has been designated as the Type Species for the Genus Sirevirus (Boeke et al. [@CR00068]), and based on reverse transcriptase sequences constitutes a monophyletic group within the Ty1/Copia superfamily (Boeke et al. [@CR00068]; Du et al. [@CR000620]; Bousios et al. [@CR000610]). This group has been alternatively designated as the Maximus lineage (Du et al. [@CR000620]) or the Sirevirus lineage (Bousios et al. [@CR000610]). Not all members of the lineage contain 3′ eORFs that encode hypothetical proteins with ENV-like features (Havecker et al. [@CR000635]; Pearce [@CR000683]; Bousios et al. [@CR00069], [@CR000610], [@CR000611]), but those that do have been found in the genomes of most eudicots and monocots for which extensive sequence data are available (see Table [6.1](#Tab00061){ref-type="table"}). Many of the hypothetical proteins are truncated or heavily mutated and have not been annotated. The initial recognition and discovery of some of these 3′ eORFs required tBLASTn searches of nucleotide databases using previously reported ENV-like proteins as queries (Laten [@CR000651]; Havecker et al. [@CR000635]; Wicker and Keller [@CR0006112]; Du et al. [@CR000620]; Laten and Bousios [@CR000652]).

Recognizable conservation of the ENV-like peptide sequences extends to a broad range of eudicot taxa and includes members in the order Fabales, Vitales, Brassicales, Solanales, Lamiales, and Caryophyllales. Most of the extended sequence identities and similarities shared by these hypothetical proteins would correspond to the carboxyl half of a retroviral protein encompassing the transmembrane protein and part of the surface protein (see Fig. [6.2](#Fig00062){ref-type="fig"}). However, not all of these hypothetical proteins contain predicted transmembrane domains (Havecker et al. [@CR000635]) (Fig. [6.5](#Fig00065){ref-type="fig"}), and, not unexpectedly, multi-sequence alignments generated few positions with consensus residues (Havecker et al. [@CR000635]). Weaker sequence similarity corresponding to the first 300 amino acids of the SIRE1 ENV-like hypothetical protein has only been detected in short regions of the related elements in *L. japonicus* (Laten, unpublished). Additional members of the same lineage, based on their RT sequences, possess several hundred bp between the *pol* stop codon and the 3′LTR, including PREM-2, Opie-2, and most members of the Ji lineage from maize, and Osr7 and Osr8 from rice. These elements have no discernible 3′ eORFs, although the maize Jienv clade does (Bousios et al. [@CR000610]).Fig. 6.5Predicted structural elements found in translated 3′ ORFs of selected members of the Sirevirus family. Adapted from Havecker et al. ([@CR000635]) with permission

Even among the elements for which *env*-like ORFs have been deduced, few Sireviruses with intact *env*-like regions with greater than 500 contiguous codons have been found. The recognition of others are often derived from consensus sequences generated from multi-sequence alignments (Wicker and Keller [@CR0006112]; Laten et al. [@CR000656]). Among those that possess long intact 3′ eORFs, the *G. max*, *L. japonicus*, *B. vulgaris*, and *M. guttatus* Sireviruses encode hypothetical ENV proteins of 648--680, 630--949, 606, and 780 amino acids, respectively, for SIRE1 (Laten et al. [@CR000655]), Lotus2 (Holligan et al. [@CR000637]), Cotzilla1 (Weber et al. [@CR0006110]), and MguSIRV (Laten and Bousios [@CR000652]).

Neighbor joining trees of Sirevirus RT domains showed that those elements containing intact or vestiges of "ENV-like" domains appear to be monophyletic (Bousios et al. [@CR00069], [@CR000610]; Du et al. [@CR000620]). Members of the Maximus lineage (Wicker and Keller [@CR0006112]) all fall within the Sirevirus clade based on their RT domains (Fig. [6.6](#Fig00066){ref-type="fig"}) (Bousios et al. [@CR00069]; Du et al. [@CR000620]) and most are characterized by extended GAG regions with multiple RNA binding motifs and predicted coiled coils (Peterson-Burch and Voytas [@CR000688]; Havecker et al. [@CR000635]). Bousios et al. ([@CR00069]) have also described a number of highly conserved features in Sirevirus noncoding regions in the LTR and immediately upstream of the 3′ LTR.Fig. 6.6Neighbor joining phylogenetic tree based on shared RT/RH domains highlighting the Sirevirus clade. From Bousios et al. ([@CR00069])

The Sirevirus group in *L. japonicus* is the predominant Ty1/Copia lineage in *L. japonicus*, constituting 40% of these retroelements (Holligan et al. [@CR000637]). This group is also among the most recently amplified in the *L. japonicus* genome, with many members possessing identical LTR sequences (Holligan et al. [@CR000637]). As in the case of SIRE1, most of the full-length elements in this lineage contain intact 3′ eORFs ranging in length from 630 to 949 codons. The conceptual translation products in two of three sub-lineages contained predicted transmembrane domains and the product of one sub-lineage also contained a predicted coiled coil (Holligan et al. [@CR000637]). However, Holligan et al. ([@CR000637]) reported that significant similarities among the ENV-like sequences were restricted to the individual sub-lineages.

SIRE is also the predominant retroelement in the Ty1/Copia lineage in *G. max* (Du et al. [@CR000620]), and the Maximus lineage is the predominant retroelement group in banana, constituting 13% of that genome (Hribova et al. [@CR000640]). The Osr8 lineage in the Sirevirus clade (Fig. [6.6](#Fig00066){ref-type="fig"}) is also the most abundant Ty1/Copia lineage in the rice genome (McCarthy et al. [@CR000670]).

In the maize genome, retroelement families identified as members of the Sirevirus lineage with ENV-like domains, Hopie, Giepum, and Jienv, and those without, Opie and Ji, are represented by \>10,600 intact and approximately 28,000 degenerate copies (Bousios et al. [@CR000610]). This constitutes as much as 90% of the total population of Ty1/Copia elements in maize. Many of these insertions occurred within the last 600,000 years (Bousios et al. [@CR000610]).

Cotzilla1 from *B. vulgaris* is another recently reported member of the Sirevirus genus (Weber et al. [@CR0006110]). Conceptual translation of its *env*-like gene generates a proline-rich region and a predicted coiled coil near the carboxyl terminal but no predicted transmembrane domains (Weber et al. [@CR0006110]). The 606-codon *env*-like ORF begins 561 bp downstream from the end of *pol*. With an estimated copy number of 2,100 and members as young or younger than 290,000 years, Cotzilla may be the youngest and most abundant retroelement family in the sugar beet genome (Weber et al. [@CR0006110]).

The lineages containing *G. max* and *L. japonicus* are estimated to have separated from each other over 50 million years ago (Lavin et al. [@CR000657]). In addition to the genus *Lotus*, the latter lineage contains the genera *Medicago*, *Pisum*, and *Trifolium*. While the species in these genera contain Sirevirus-like sequences with at least fragments of homologous *env*-like ORFs, fully intact *env*-like ORFs have not been reported. The relative youth of the apparently functional copies of the Sireviruses in *G. max* and *L. japonicus* suggests that significant amplification of one or a few ancestral copies with preexisting intact *env*-like ORFs occurred over the last few hundreds of thousands of years, with integration of some copies of diverged sub-lineages within the last tens of thousands years (Laten et al. [@CR000655]; Holligan et al. [@CR000637]; Du et al. [@CR000620]). The presence of intact or nearly intact retroelement 3′ eORFs that have retained and/or acquired shared predicted structural elements over such a broad range of taxa argues strongly for function. However, expression of these elements has not been unequivocally demonstrated.

In the case of SIRE1, transcripts were not detected in northern blots, but *gag*, *rt* and *env* transcripts were detected by RT-PCR of leaf and/or root tissue (Lin [@CR000661]). However, amplification of RNAs derived from high copy-number elements does not signify functional expression because of the strong possibility of cryptic transcriptional initiation or readthrough sponsored by adjacent promoters. The 30 EST sequences containing SIRE1 fragments in the Genbank database as of May 2011 are equally distributed among sense and antisense transcripts (Gaston [@CR000627]).

The SIRE1 *env*-like ORF has been expressed from fusion constructs in *S. cerevisiae* (Gouvas and Laten, unpublished) and in *E. coli* (Gaston [@CR000627]). In the case of the former, yeast two-hybrid screens suggested that the protein self-associates and forms protein--protein interactions with at least two other soybean proteins with transmembrane domains (Gouvas and Laten, unpublished). In preliminary experiments, polyclonal antibodies raised against a sub-region expressed in *E. coli* bound to a 65-kDa protein isolated from soybean callus tissue (Gaston [@CR000627]). The protein has not been identified, but is only slightly smaller than the 70 kDa predicted for the SIRE1-4 ENV.

### Plant Ty3/Gypsy "Endogenous Retroviruses" {#Sec00069}

The number of plant Ty3/Gypsy elements characterized as encoding ENV-like proteins is presently fewer than that in the Sirevirus lineage but just as widely distributed among taxa (Grandbastien [@CR000631]). As in the case of the Sireviruses, there is considerable variation in the amino acid sequences of the conceptually translated ORFs and in the possession of ENV-like secondary structures in elements from *Arabidopsis* (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114], [@CR0006115]), soybean (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]; Du et al. [@CR000620]), pea (Neumann et al. [@CR000678]), and barley (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]). These include transmembrane domains, coiled coils, cleavage sites, and N-glycosylation motifs. Many other elements within the same lineages possess vestiges of these regions that can be shown to be related through tBLASTn searches (e.g., Neumann et al. [@CR000678]). With the exception of one family (see below), all fall within the Athila clade based on their RT sequences.

The Athila family itself was the first among plant elements in the Ty3/Gypsy superfamily to be labeled as possible endogenous retroviruses based on the presence of 3′ eORFs whose conceptual translation produced hypothetical proteins with strongly predicted, transmembrane domains (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114], [@CR0006115]). Although highly degenerate, consensus elements were constructed for seven subfamilies, and all contained ENV-like hypothetical proteins with at least one predicted transmembrane domain (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]). In addition, splice acceptor sites were predicted near the beginning of the 3′ eORF (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114], [@CR0006115]). The Athila4 consensus generated a 619-amino acid ENV-like hypothetical protein (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]).

With the recognition that 3′ eORFs in Ty3/Gypsy elements might encode ENV-like proteins based on shared predicted secondary structural elements, related elements were sought and found in a broad range of taxa beginning with two related element families: Cyclops-2 in *P. sativum* (Chavanne et al. [@CR000615]; Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]) and the Calypso family in *G. max* (Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]) (see Table [6.1](#Tab00061){ref-type="table"}). The *env*-like ORF in the former was 423 codons and 420 in the latter. As in the case of Athila, Calypso had a strongly predicted splice acceptor site near the 5′ end of the *env*-like ORF (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]). Analyses of the transmembrane domains suggested targeting to the plasma membrane in the case of Calypso2 and the endoplasmic reticulum in the case of Athila4 (Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]).

While individual members of the Athila and Calypso families are degenerate and appear to be nonfunctional, a related family in barley, Bagy-2, contains copies with intact ORFs for *gag* and *pol*, and an intact *env*-like ORF whose conceptual translation produces a 47-kDa protein (Fig. [6.7](#Fig00067){ref-type="fig"}) (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]). Furthermore, RT-PCR amplification from several tissues with 3′ eORF-specific primers suggested that Bagy-2 is transcribed and that transcripts are spliced (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]). In addition, insertional polymorphisms among a number of related barley cultivars suggested that Bagy-2 copies have recently transposed (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]). A consensus sequence for a closely related element with an ENV-like hypothetical protein in rice, Rigy-2, was generated from an alignment of four copies interrupted by other nested elements (Fig. [6.6](#Fig00066){ref-type="fig"}). The 3′ eORFs in the Rigy-2 consensus sequence contained both nonsense and frameshift mutations (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]). Related elements have also been reported in cultivated allotetraploid cotton and their diploid progenitors, and the hypothetical ENV-like proteins are strongly predicted to possess transmembrane domains (Hafez et al. [@CR000632]).Fig. 6.7Features of the *Bagy-2* and *Rigy-2* retrovirus-like retrotransposons and their predicted ENV-like attributes. Putative N-glycosylation sites (↑), proteinase cleavage site (¥), leucine zipper (LZ), and transmembrane domains (TM). From Vicient et al. ([@CR0006106]) with permission

TBLASTn searches using the Bagy-2 ENV hypothetical protein retrieved statistically significant hits (*e* \< 10^−8^) to sequences in several legume species (*M. truncatula*, *L. japonicus*, *G. max*, *V. radiata and V. unguiculata*, *T. pratense*, *A. duranensis*, *C. cajan*, *P. vulgaris*, and *T. labialis*), and in carrot (*D. carota*), monkey flower (*M. guttatus* and *M. lewisii*), tobacco (*N. tabacum*), and ginseng (*P. ginseng*) (Laten, unpublished).

The PIGY family from *P. sativum* also contains members with 3′ eORFs whose conceptual translations produce hypothetical proteins with predicted transmembrane domains. These showed significant amino acid similarity to the Athila ENV-like hypothetical proteins (Neumann et al. [@CR000678]). A related but highly disrupted family, MEGY, was also found in *M. truncatula* (Neumann et al. [@CR000678]).

Another related element family, FIDEL, has recently been characterized from peanut (Nielen et al. [@CR000679]). The 3′ LTR of FIDEL is separated from the end of *pol* by 2.1 kb, but no members of this family contained an extended ORF in this region (Nielen et al. [@CR000679]). However, conceptual translations of this region in a FIDEL consensus sequence generated multiple, strongly predicted transmembrane domains (Laten, unpublished).

As in the case of the Sireviruses, most of the 3′ eORFs from these elements---all members of the Athila clade (Llorens et al. [@CR000664])---are interrupted by multiple stop codons and/or frameshifts, and recognition of amino acid sequence conservation across families is often difficult. Nonetheless, these regions appear to have been under some degree of negative selection during their evolutionary history (Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006115]; Neumann et al. [@CR000678]).

Families in the Tat clade, which include Grande1, Tat4, RIRE2, Ogre, RetroSort, and Cinful-1 (Llorens et al. [@CR000664]), also contained regions between the end of *pol* and the 3′-LTR but none with detectable vestiges of ORFs. However, there is a family of soybean elements within the Ogre lineage that, despite its close evolutionary relationship to other legume Ogre families that have no detectable *env*-like coding regions (Neumann et al. [@CR000677]; Macas and Neumann [@CR000665]), possesses an *env*-like 3′ eORF. GmOgre/SNARE is a family from *G. max* that shares the unusual features of Ogre lineage members---a conserved, intact 5′ eORF upstream of *gag*, a conserved intron in *pol*, and a minisatellite repeat region adjacent to the 3′-LTR (Laten et al. [@CR000656]; Du et al. [@CR000619]). It is the most abundant transposon family in the soybean genome (Du et al. [@CR000620]). But unlike all other members of the Ogre lineage, a GmOgre/SNARE consensus sequence from the end of *pol* to the minisatellite repeats contains an intact, 425-codon ORF whose conceptual translation generates a hypothetical protein with patches of significant similarity to the ENV-like hypothetical proteins from Cyclops-2 and Endovir1 (Laten et al. [@CR000656]). tBLASTn searches identified homologous coding regions in *M. truncatula* and *L. japonicus* in disrupted ORFs (Laten et al. [@CR000656]). What makes the GmOgre/SNARE ENV protein especially intriguing is the fact that Cyclops-2 is a member of the Ty3/Gypsy superfamily and Endovir1 is a member of the Ty1/Copia superfamily. This suggests that the ENV-like protein in GmOgre/SNARE may be a chimera. Du et al. ([@CR000619]) suggested that the GmOgre/SNARE *env*-like region represents a relatively recent capture event, but it also may reflect the maintenance of selective pressure in the *G. max* lineage and the relaxation of this pressure in the other lineages.

Origin of Plant *env*-Like Genes {#Sec000610}
================================

Because of highly disrupted ORFs and the great diversity of conceptually translated *env*-like sequences, even from intact ORFs, homology that extends beyond closely related families, let alone to functionally characterized envelope proteins, is difficult to infer. Nor have these sequences been shown unequivocally to be homologous to any other characterized genes in plant or viral genomes. Nonetheless, it has been proposed and widely presumed that *env*-like coding regions were independently acquired or captured (from an unknown source or sources) by ancestral Ty1/Copia and/or Ty3/Gypsy retrotransposons (Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Du et al. [@CR000620]). The putative chimeric *env*-like region or GmOgre/SNARE might represent a more recent fusion event (Laten et al. [@CR000656]; Du et al. [@CR000620]). A less likely but not inconceivable scenario is the possibility that some and perhaps many retrotransposons are actually the descendants of ancient enveloped retroviruses (Eickbush and Jamburuthugoda [@CR000621]) and that genomes, including those of plants (Yano et al. [@CR0006118]), have recorded the history of the demise of *env* genes.

Based on a multi-sequence alignment of an unprecedentedly broad range of ENV sequences, Du et al. ([@CR000620]) created a neighbor joining tree linking sequences from plant Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy retroelements rooted to the *Drosophila* 17.6 ENV protein (Fig. [6.8](#Fig00068){ref-type="fig"}). Conservation of ENV sequences between the superfamilies in the alignment is limited to a small number of identical residues and a larger number that are similar. But these similarities could also reflect convergent evolution and not evolutionary homology. Nonetheless, assuming homology, the Ty1/Copia sequences appeared to be monophyletic but the Ty3/Gypsy sequences were not. Instead, one clade of ENV sequences from Ty3/Gypsy elements in soybean, Lotus, and Medicago was the sister group to a subset of ENV sequences associated with elements belonging to the Ty1/Copia superfamily. The neighbor joining trees of the corresponding RT sequences did not generate this tree topology and conformed to the expected segregation of all members of the two superfamilies into two sister clades (Du et al. [@CR000620]). The authors inferred that the Ty1/Copia *env*-like gene was acquired from an ancestral member of its sister Ty3/Gypsy clade, long after the capture of the *env*-like sequence by an ancestral Ty3/Gypsy retrotransposon near the crown of the tree (Fig. [6.8](#Fig00068){ref-type="fig"}). However, this conclusion was based, in part, on the questionable rooting of the tree to the ENV sequence of a Drosophila element. Removal of the root generates an unrooted tree whose topology leaves open the question of the origin of the ENV sequences.Fig. 6.8Neighbor joining tree generated from plant retroelement ENV-like sequences. *Double asterisk* represent nodes with 86--100 % bootstrap support; *asterisk* represent nodes with 64--75 % bootstrap support. Rooted to the putative Env protein from the Gypsy-like element, 17.6, in *D. melanogaster*. From Du et al. ([@CR000620])

Function of Plant ENV Hypothetical Proteins {#Sec000611}
===========================================

There can be little dispute that large numbers of plant retroelement families have possessed genes encoding transmembrane proteins sometime during their evolutionary history, and that in a few cases what have been called *env*-like genes still encode what appear to be potentially functional proteins. However, it seems unlikely that the expression of an *env*-like ORF was essential to the proliferation of most families in the Athila and Tat clades, although traces of their widespread distribution suggests an important function, even if that function was transient. The presence of highly conserved, intact *env*-like ORFs in the hundreds of copies of Sireviruses in *G. max* and *L. japonicus* could be due to strong selection or to their recent explosive amplification. One can only speculate whether those *env*-like genes that appear to have retained function are the products of continuing, lineage-specific, purifying selection, or resurrected Phoenixes that have emerged from the ashes of degenerate copies by a variety of mutational processes.

The possible function of plant retroelement ENV-like proteins has been the subject of much speculation in the nearly total absence of experimental data (Kumar [@CR000650]; Laten et al. [@CR000654]; Wright and Voytas [@CR0006114], [@CR0006115]; Peterson-Burch et al. [@CR000689]; Vicient et al. [@CR0006106]; Grandbastien [@CR000631]). Based on predicted secondary structural elements, and the suggested parallels to endogenous retroviruses in mammals and invertebrates, membrane fusion has been the most promoted candidate.

Membrane fusion might be an unlikely choice, however, since cell walls would preclude this mechanism as an efficient mode of transmission and systemic infection in plants. Most plant viruses are transmitted by insect vectors in which the viruses do not propagate in their insect hosts (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]). But in the case of a few, the viruses also infect the cells of their hosts (propagative viruses) and could just as well be considered animal viruses (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]). This latter group includes members of two families of enveloped viruses: *Rhabdoviridae* and *Bunyaviridae*. The former includes Sonchus Yellow Net Virus (SYNV) that generates a virion composed of a lipid envelope embedded with virally encoded glycoproteins, while the latter includes tospoviruses like Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus (TSWV) with a genome that encodes two envelope glycoproteins (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]; Whitfield et al. [@CR0006111]). In their plant hosts, intracellular SYNV and TSWV particles appear to associate with the nuclear and ER membranes, respectively (Lazarowitz [@CR000658]). In the case of TSWV single-enveloped particles are formed and transferred to feeding thrips (Kikkert et al. [@CR000647]). In thrip hosts, TSWV virions are associated with the plasma membrane and are released from infected cells by fusion with the cell membrane (Whitfield et al. [@CR0006111]). However, there are no reports of detected homology between any plant retroelement ENV-like hypothetical protein and those of plant enveloped viruses.

The maintenance of envelope-encoding sequences in these viruses appears to be directly related to infectivity in their animal hosts, not in their plant hosts. When maintained solely by serial mechanical inoculations from one infected plant to another, non-enveloped mutant isolates accumulate (Goldbach and Peters [@CR000629]). These isolates are fully capable of mounting a systemic infection in plants after mechanical transfer (Goldbach and Peters [@CR000629]). However, non-enveloped isolates with mutations in the glycoprotein genes have been shown to be incapable of reinfecting the thrip host (Nagata et al. [@CR000676]). These observations provide an attractive, albeit highly speculative, model for the existence of endogenous retrovirus lineages in plants with nonfunctional and functional *env*-like genes. Confirming this model would require at a minimum the discovery of related elements in invertebrate vectors and demonstrating that virions from plants could fuse with the plasma membranes of the invertebrate host. Attempts to detect SIRE1 using PCR amplification in several known vectors including several species of thrips and aphids were unsuccessful (Laten, unpublished). Nor have tBLASTn or BLASTn searches of the Genbank database retrieved any animal DNA or mRNA with significant similarity to plant *env*-like genes. (Laten, unpublished).

Concluding Remarks {#Sec000612}
==================

While much is now known about the structure and evolutionary relationships of the large collection of plant retroelements in both the Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy superfamilies that possess a "mysterious" 3′ eORF downstream of *pol*, hard evidence for the function(s) of the encoded protein(s) remains elusive. Regardless of whether or not transcripts, spliced or otherwise, represent functional expression, no reports of protein products have been published, let alone the results of functional assays. Potentially functional ENV-like proteins need to be isolated, either from plant tissue or from cloned constructs. Assays need to be developed and optimized for the evaluation of not only putative functions, e.g., membrane fusion, but also for alternative functions. Viral envelope proteins are just one of the many classes of proteins characterized by transmembrane and/or coiled coil domains, although the model set by the structure and evolution of animal endogenous retroviruses has greatly influenced the annotations of these elements. Continuing to annotate as "*env*-like" 3′ eORFs whose conceptual translations produce hypothetical proteins with transmembrane domains seems ill-advised at the present time, and the question of the existence of plant retroviruses, endogenous or infectious, remains unanswered. Function notwithstanding, the *env*-like genes in plant genomes are arguably the most abundant protein coding regions in the genomes of higher plants for which no function has been determined.
